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Introduction

This paper is the second in a three-part series on the worldview and strategic ambitions of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) published by MITRE’s Center for Strategic Competition. Part I offered an outline of the primary concepts that PRC officials and its ruling Chinese Communist Party (CCP) bring to the table in approaching the world beyond China’s borders, and in framing Beijing’s approaches to foreign affairs and national security issues.

In this paper, I discuss the specific axes of competition that China envisions through the concept of “comprehensive national power” (CNP), and through which it approaches the strategic ambitions it has set for itself. In other words, the various facets of national power China pursues, which include economic development, technological innovation, and military power. Finally, in Part III, I will describe the future world order that Chinese strategists imagine to be possible, and that CCP leaders have made it their objective to bring into being.

ACCORDINGLY, THIS SERIES OF PAPERS OFFERS AN EXEGETICAL OUTLINE OF CHINA’S STRATEGIC VISION.
The Tools

As outlined in Part I, in China’s strategic vision, achieving “national rejuvenation” by restoring the country to the preeminent global position it feels itself to have “lost” during its “Century of Humiliation” requires that Beijing augment its comprehensive national power. Significantly, achieving rejuvenation in this sense will also flow naturally from the acquisition of a commanding position in CNP. Augmenting national power is thus critical, and Chinese thinkers have stressed the importance of—and have frequently tried to track in quantifiable terms—China making progress vis-à-vis other countries in a range of economic, military, technological, political, social, and even cultural arenas. The following pages describe some of the areas of advance that CCP leaders feel are most important to China’s success.

Economic Weight and Growth

The first and perhaps most important factor in building CNP, as Sun Bin is said to have told the king of Qi, is simply economic growth. As Rush Doshi has recounted, the pursuit of “wealth and power”—in the words of the late Qing Dynasty official Wei Yuan—has been viewed as central to China’s return to greatness and a key focus ever since the Celestial Empire first encountered European power in the mid-19th century. This is repeatedly emphasized by Chinese officials today, who have declared that “[d]evelopment is the foundation and key to solving all of China’s problems.” Accordingly, the country “places economic development at the center of its national rejuvenation.”

CCP intervention in the economy and Chinese industrial policies today reflect this emphasis upon continued development, which is also understood to involve completing the transition from export-led growth to a phase marked more by growth driven by internal consumer demand. According to the 14th Five-Year Plan, the idea is to coordinate and promote the construction of a strong domestic market and the construction of a trade powerhouse, form a powerful gravitational field to attract global resources and factors of production, promote the coordinated development of domestic and foreign demand, imports and exports, and the introduction of foreign capital and foreign investment, and accelerate the cultivation of new advantages to be used in international cooperation and competition. … We will deeply implement the strategy of expanding domestic demand, enhance the fundamental role of consumption in economic development and the key role of investment in optimizing the supply structure, and build a strong domestic market with copious demand for consumption and investment. … We will adhere to a domestic foundation, ameliorate shortcomings, diversified assurances, and strengthened reserves, improve the production, supply, storage, and marketing system, enhance our capacity to sustain the stable supply of energy and to perform risk management and control, realize the security bottom line for our coal supply, and rely on our own ability to ensure core oil and gas needs and a stable and reliable power supply.”

Despite aiming for a more “balanced” approach with respect to demand, manufacturing remains an essential priority, as expressed in the CCP’s “Made in China 2025” agenda:

“A national leading group for rejuvenating Chinese manufacturing will be established and led by the head of the State Council, with group members appointed from relevant departments of the State Council. The main responsibilities of the leading group are: making overall plans and coordinating the overall rejuvenation of Chinese manufacturing;
deliberating on major plans, policies, special projects, issues and working arrangements; strengthening strategic planning and guidance departments to support local governments in implementing plans.”

As always, however, this push is linked to “national rejuvenation”—an objective for the achievement of which CCP officials have set themselves a deadline:

“By 2049, the centennial of the founding of New China, China’s manufacturing sector status will become more consolidated and China will become the leader among the world’s manufacturing powers.”

The plan is to “transform China into the global manufacturing leader before the centennial of the founding of New China, which will lay the foundation for the realization of the Chinese dream to rejuvenate the Chinese nation.”

This vision also includes an important role for building out China’s financial power and the role of the Renminbi (RMB or Yuan) as an increasingly widely-used reserve currency—thus by implication clearly displacing the U.S. dollar, a process which Chinese officials refer to obliquely as “steadily promot[ing] the diversification of the international monetary system.” CCP documents, for instance, promise

“[c]ontinuing internationalization of the Renminbi. The internationalization of the Renminbi has [already] broadened monetary settlement options for global trade and promoted diversity in the international monetary system.”

The CCP’s 14th Five-Year plan pledges to “strengthen the construction of the RMB cross-border payment system, promote the security and control of the core technology of financial industry informatization, and maintain the security of our financial infrastructure.”

As its power and weight grow, China also envisions playing an ever greater role in global institutions of financial and economic governance. As Hu Jintao put it in 2009, “we must participate more actively in the formulation of international rules, [and] actively promote the reform of the international economic and financial system.”

Crucially, as noted earlier, this push for continued economic growth and stature is not just about achieving prosperity for the Chinese people. According to the 14th Five-Year Plan, China has already achieved its interim objective of “establishing a well-off society in an all-round way.” By 2049, the objective is grander, focusing on the “role” of economic weight in making China “a stabilizing force and power source” in the world, reflecting the assumption that geopolitical centrality flows from the possession of superlative CNP.

This concept thus envisions benefits to China from economic size that go beyond simple prosperity. These benefits even go beyond the clear practical advantages that would accrue from dominating global market share in key industries—such as in giving Beijing tools of strategic leverage for peacetime competition and limiting the ability of foreign powers to mobilize economic pressures against China in a conflict. It is certainly clearly understood that economic weight is a source of political leverage, as Premier Li Peng made quite clear to a European delegation in 1996:

“If the Europeans adopt more cooperation with China in all areas, not just in economic areas but also in political and other areas, I believe the Europeans can get more orders from China.”

Most fundamentally, however, economic power is seen as essential to returning China to its lost “Middle Kingdom” status as the rule-setting central player in all respects, and as the paramount political and civilizational model in international affairs. Not for nothing do Chinese
officials frequently discuss economic progress in martial metaphors and with explicitly zero-sum competitive objectives in mind. High-level strategy documents, for instance, call for all of China to be oriented toward

“the main battlefield of the national economy, clearly define the main directions of attack for China’s innovative development, achieve breakthroughs in key fields as quickly as possible, and strive to form more competitive advantages.”

On this battlefield, the CCP hopes to “capture the … high ground in the new competitive landscape,” and help bring about national rejuvenation by making China into “an economic superpower.”

**The Centrality of Technological Innovation**

Perhaps not surprisingly, given China’s history as a realm patronizingly contemptuous of Western manufactured goods presented to the Qianlong emperor by a British envoy in 1795, but which also found itself desperately outmatched by Britain’s early Industrial-Age firepower in the Opium War half a century later, leaders in Beijing have long focused upon possessing cutting-edge technology as a key to winning back China’s position at the center of the world. For today’s CCP, “science and innovation are at the heart of Beijing’s international standing,” and it is a key priority for Xi Jinping—as he told the Chinese Academy of Sciences and Engineering in June 2014—that China “catch up and surpass others” in this realm.

There has long been a “close relationship between China’s efforts to develop its national power … and [to] acquire foreign technology, expand exports, and attract foreign investment,” and CCP planning documents emphasize technology almost obsessively. In Xi’s remarks to the 19th Party Congress in 2017, he proclaimed to the rest of the CCP leadership:

“We should aim for the frontiers of science and technology, strengthen basic research, and make major breakthroughs in pioneering basic research and groundbreaking and original innovations. We will strengthen basic research in applied sciences, launch major national science and technology projects, and prioritize innovation in key generic technologies, cutting-edge frontier technologies, modern engineering technologies, and disruptive technologies. These efforts will provide powerful support for building China’s strength in science and technology, product quality, aerospace, cyberspace, and transportation; and for building a digital China and a smart society.”

Accordingly, Chinese industrial policy prioritizes cutting-edge technology areas such as artificial intelligence, quantum computing, integrated circuits, “brain science and brain-inspired research,” genetics and biotechnology, clinical medicine and healthcare technology, environmental sciences, aerospace and marine equipment, pharmaceuticals, and “deep space, deep earth, deep sea, and polar exploration.” Moreover, the CCP’s new “Innovation-Driven Development Strategy” (IDDS)—a plan that has been described as “the most high-level, authoritative, and comprehensive strategy that the Xi Jinping regime has ever issued on the role that science, technology, and innovation plays in China’s development”—aims to situate Beijing at the center of a global technology economy. It proclaims the country’s intention to

“… [s]eize the historic opportunities in the accelerating flow of global innovation resources and China’s rising economic position, and boost China’s ability to allocate innovation resources at the global level. Support deployment of globally oriented innovation networks by corporations, encourage...
the establishment of overseas R&D centers, carry out mergers and acquisitions of, and joint venture investment and equity participation in, innovation-oriented enterprises and R&D institutions, and increase operational capabilities with respect to overseas intellectual property. Encourage China’s advanced technology and equipment to go global (走出去), with particular focus on satellites, high-speed rail, nuclear energy[,] and supercomputers. Encourage foreign investment in strategic emerging industries, high-tech industries and modern service industries, support establishment of R&D centers in China by multinational companies, and successfully attract a combination of foreign investment, talent, and technology.”

As with economic strength more generally, however, this is not being attempted merely for its own sake. Rather, the CCP sees technological innovation as being essential to its project of geopolitical “return.” As one recent paper on the topic by Western experts observed,

“… [t]he foundation of IDDS is that science and technological power are the basis for political and economic power. Therefore, control over critical fields of science and technology [is] paramount for national and economic security and to ensure that China avoids becoming the ‘technological vassal of other countries’ [and is able to] … [b]ecome a strong global innovation power by 2050[,] realize [its] dream of national renewal[, and] overtake the U.S. as the world leader in science, technology, and innovation …. “

“Xi Jinping’s administration has set the implementation of IDDS against a Hobbesian backdrop of a life-or-death struggle for the economic and strategic survival of China. Chinese Communist Party (CCP) leaders see the world engaged in a zero-sum technological revolution for national and military dominance that requires China to urgently enhance its capabilities so it can seize the global commanding heights of national science and technology development.”

Thus do CCP leaders today see technology competition as very much akin to war, urging their countrymen to “successfully fight tough battles (攻坚战) for key and core technologies” so that China “shall be established as a world S&T innovation superpower (世界 科技创新强国) … occupying the high ground in innovation.”

Technology, therefore, will provide

“powerful support for building China into a rich, strong, democratic, civilized, harmonious modernized socialist nation, and for achieving the Chinese dream of the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation.”

It is also quite clear that this dream necessarily involves displacing the United States as the economic and technological center of the international system. By 2035, CCP planners declare, “major breakthroughs will be achieved in key and core technologies (关键核心技术), and China will enter the first rank of innovation-oriented countries.” Thereafter, it will move from what the 14th Five-Year Plan describes as “the current situation in which China is … mainly ‘catching up,’ to a situation in which China is mainly ‘pulling even’ and ‘taking the lead’”—thereby “realiz[ing] the transformation from Made in China to Created in China.”

Viewing itself as being in a “technology war with the United States” in which the winner will be able to realize “potentially game-changing” strategic benefits, China seeks to “[s]eize the historical opportunities [that lie] in the accelerating flow of global innovation resources and China’s rising economic position.” Through the zero-sum lens of the CCP’s grievance ideology and the CNP-
based theorems of Sinic hegemony theory, technology has long been a key to greatness. It has also long been what David Shambaugh once described as “the value that apparently all Chinese envy about the United States,” and its acquisition is viewed by CCP leaders today as being essential to Beijing’s goal of displacing the Americans at the center of global power.

**Acquiring Foreign Knowledge**

Post-Imperial China has not always thought it needed Western technology. For a time, Mao Zedong assumed that the socialist bloc would be able to prevail over Western capitalism on the strength of Soviet-led technological innovation, as epitomized by the Sputnik satellite launch of 1957. Ever since the Qing’s first encounter with British warships, however, Beijing has strongly felt it needed to acquire others’ technology to achieve its dreams. Accordingly, in order to make possible the requisite degree of economic growth and technological progress—and to provide the necessary heft and dynamism to China’s advancement on an ongoing basis—CCP leaders have articulated aggressive policy agendas that seek to acquire whatever knowledge China still needs from overseas sources. They also call for building rigorous protections around both what China has obtained and what it creates indigenously.

Additionally, current plans call for measures to collect, aggregate, and analyze all digital information available to the Chinese state—including the Digital Silk Road’s increasingly far-flung proxy infrastructural bastions in the developing world. This digital harvest is intended to provide leverage for further metropolitan Chinese progress, as well as to build for Beijing an increasingly commanding position in international finance, analogous to what strategists in Beijing feel first British and then American leaders have used in consolidating and perpetuating their own global advantage during those countries’ eras of geopolitical hegemony.

China’s IDDS, for instance, declares that it remains the case that “[s]ome critical core technologies are controlled by others (受制于人), [and certain] advanced nations are still clearly ahead at the cutting edge of science and in high-tech fields.” Accordingly, it is imperative for China to make “[b]reakthroughs … on the major bottleneck problems constraining economic and social development and national security,” so that “the passive situation where key and core technologies have long been controlled by others shall be reversed, and unique advantages will be formed in a number of strategically contested fields, providing strategic reserves and strategic space for expansion for the nation’s prosperous development.”

Desperate to catch up and overtake the West in leveraging technology and modern methods to boost CNP, China has thus been intensely focused upon acquiring foreign knowledge, giving it access to what it cannot (yet) produce or develop indigenously, and seeking—as an old Chinese Buddhist saying goes—to “acquire the sutras” of cutting-edge modernity. Some of this effort has involved coerced transfers of intellectual property (IP) from foreign companies operating in China, and some of it has come in the form of a massive, worldwide campaign of cyber-facilitated IP theft, which the former director of the U.S. National Security Agency has described as having brought about “the greatest transfer of wealth in history.”

Technology is also a major focus of traditional Chinese spying, with one recent analysis of nearly 600
documented espionage cases in the West suggesting that “nearly half” of them involved efforts to target military and space technology, and Beijing’s espionage targets closely tracking those technologies prioritized in CCP technology and industrial planning documents such as Made in China 2025 and the 13th Five-Year Plan. Chinese espionage, in other words, focuses hugely upon “developing China’s industries and transferring foreign wealth” by means of a sprawling, “whole-of-society” approach that involves not merely professional spies, but even fairly ordinary employees of state-owned enterprises, university researcher organizations, private companies, and other “non-traditional collectors.”

(Nor have these efforts been unavailing. By some accounts, theft of intellectual property from foreign companies and production of counterfeit goods may in recent years have added as much as eight percent to China’s GDP.)

Perhaps because they are uncomfortable admitting the residual backwardness that such activities imply—or the underhanded and notably unvirtuous methods involved, or the fact that the purpose is to augment Chinese power—CCP officials do not generally admit such practices, claiming that corporate IP transfers are willingly given and simply denying cyber theft entirely. What they do admit is a comprehensive program to acquire knowledge and talent from abroad and “attract” it to China, seemingly in ways reminiscent of how the magnificence of the Ming Dynasty court is said to have attracted clever foreigners such as the Jesuit priest Matteo Ricci in the early 17th century, who was able to employ his European knowledge of astronomy and calendrical science to the greater glory of the Celestial Empire.

Chinese planning documents, for instance, have declared numerical targets for recruiting foreign experts with critical knowledge and skills, with the objective of recruiting “500-1,000 high-level foreign experts … working in China for at least 3 consecutive years and no less than 9 months per year.” There exists, in fact, an elaborate bureaucracy devoted to such recruitment and to implementing what the CCP calls its “talent superpower strategy.” According to the Party’s Central Organization Department,

“[I]n order to attract more high-level foreign experts to participate in China’s modernization and to promote a deeper implementation of the ‘talent superpower’ (人才强国) strategy, pursuant to the Opinions of the Central Coordinating Group on Talent on the Implementation of Overseas High-Level Talent Recruitment Programs (中央人才工作协 小组关于实施海外高层次人才引入的意), the ‘Thousand Talents Program’ (千人 划) High-Level Foreign Experts Work Platform has been established to implement the Thousand Talents Program High-Level Foreign Experts Project (the ‘Thousand Foreign Experts Program’ [外专千人 划], specifically for non-Chinese foreign experts).”

The 14th Five-Year Plan also places emphasis upon sending “talented young professionals and students, especially those with a professional and technical background,” to foreign countries “for study and training, while building international training bases in China.” Research universities abroad also appear to be primary targets for such recruitment, and there are estimated to be “at least 200 Chinese talent programs designed to employ academic and professional expertise from the West into serving China’s national development.” (There are also “600 overseas stations that gather information on foreign scientists” to aid recruitment targeting.)
Leveraging Chinese Information

CCP planning documents also stress the importance of taking better advantage of the enormous amounts of data generated by and within the modern Chinese digital economy, envisioning a future in which “the cross-department, cross-level, and cross-regional convergence and in-depth utilization of data” will enable new advances in economic production, technological innovation, and social control. In the data-driven techno-utopia evoked by the 14th Five-Year Plan,

“[w]e will welcome the digital age, activate the potential of data factors of production, promote the construction of a cyber powerhouse (网络强国), accelerate the construction of a digital economy, digital society, and digital government, and leverage digital transformations to drive overall changes in production methods, lifestyles, and governance. … We will promote the construction of new smart cities based on different levels and categories, incorporate IoT [‘Internet of Things’] perception facilities and communication systems into the unified planning and construction of public infrastructure, and promote IoT applications and intelligentized transformations such as in municipal public facilities and buildings. We will improve the city information model platform and operation management service platform, build a city data resource system, and promote the construction of city data brains (城市数据大脑). … We will improve the level of urban intelligentization (智慧化) and promote ‘one map’ (‘一张图’) digitalized management of urban buildings, public spaces, and underground pipe networks and the unified network management (一网统管) of urban operations.”

As China comes to be able to innovate and create more on its own—perhaps in part by leveraging the treasure troves of data created through such ubiquitous networking—CCP officials also intend to be able to protect that data against exploitation by others. In an irony apparently lost upon leaders in Beijing, the 14th Five-Year Plan promises to develop a strong and effective system for protecting Chinese IP against theft by anyone else.61

Military Power

The Military Facet of CNP and Civil-Military Fusion

Though Beijing’s conception of national power is an explicitly “comprehensive” one that includes prominent economic, technological, cultural, and political elements, the acquisition of ever-increasing amounts of raw military power has been central to China’s imaginings of “national rejuvenation” ever since the country’s first painful encounter with Europe’s then Industrial-Age firepower in the 19th century.

“…[T]he emergence of CNP thinking in the 1980s and the revival of classically inspired hegemony theorizing encouraged the view that possessing significant military power was essential to China’s return to first-rank status in the world—not only for whatever such capabilities convey the ability directly to do but also, more generally, for the psychopolitical heft that the mere possession of such muscle conveyed. The possession of high-technology military forces seems to have been regarded as a benchmark of modernity and global status by Chinese ever since they first suffered at the hands of the then dominant Royal Navy in the Opium War. Such capabilities symbolized international stature and, in a kind of geopolitical rectification of names, were an important part of one’s overall [global] ranking … that, as any good Confucian might assume, provided what order there was in the international system.”

60
Not surprisingly, given the way in which CNP theory assumes that various aspects of national power complement each other in a “comprehensive” fashion, the concept of “security” as it is used in Chinese documents “now encompasses 11 fields, including not only the political, economic, and military spheres but also territorial, cultural, social, scientific and technological, informational, ecological, financial, and nuclear domains.” Nevertheless, CCP strategies have in recent decades strongly emphasized military capabilities, and particularly those derived from the possession of cutting-edge technology.

Such technological advantage, however, is not presumed to come solely from military-specific technology. Instead, the CCP assumes that a wide range of cutting-edge technological capabilities, including those from the civilian sphere, can be employed in support of augmenting Chinese military power.

“China believes that the first country able to make full use of these technologies, such as 5G, Artificial Intelligence (AI), quantum, and bio-pharmaceuticals, will not only enjoy increased economic prosperity, but because of their dual-use potential, will attain military superiority.”

Thus, the Party has set in motion an entire national bureaucracy—a military-civil fusion platform for collaborative innovation in national defense science and technology—the purpose of which is to identify and leverage military technologies for civilian use and civilian ones for military use. Pursuant to the IDDS, the objective in these regards is to:

“Strengthen basic cutting-edge and high-technology research directed at national strategic needs. Centered around the ‘stranglehold’ problems involving long-term development and national security, strengthen the forward-looking layout of basic research; expand basic research in the space, marine, network, nuclear, materials, energy, information and biological fields, and increase strategic high-technology research efforts; and achieve security, independence[,] and controllability in key core technologies.”

To such ends, China’s “military-civil fusion development strategy” aspires to support national defense science and technology innovation, as well as to:

“accelerate the establishment and improvement of the integrated military-civil innovation system, and form new patterns of deeply integrated military-civil science and technology development. … Carry out coordinated military-civil innovation. Establish mechanisms for the formation of major scientific research tasks for military-civil fusion, with an integrated design of the innovation chain, from basic research to key technology R&D and integrated applications; devise joint demonstration and implementation modes for military-civil shared technology projects; and establish military-civil technological innovation systems combining production, teaching [,] and research.”

This strategy of “merging … the basic elements for military-civil science and technology” and “[e]ncourag[ing] two-way transfer and transformation of military-civil technology” aims to entirely erase the barrier between China’s civilian and military industrial and innovation sectors, for the mutual benefit of both. In theory, at least, by “promot[ing] the application of advanced civilian technology in military fields” and “actively guid[ing] the accelerated transformation and application in civilian fields of national defense scientific and technological achievements,” military-civil fusion (MCF) hopes to make the entire Chinese economy a source of potentially game-changing military technology innovation.
“If any given technology is in any way accessible to China, in other words, and officials there believe it can be of any use to the country’s military and national security complex as Beijing prepares itself to challenge the United States for global leadership, one can be quite sure that the technology will be made available for those purposes—pretty much no matter what.”

As one recent study observed,

“Through purposefully opaque and blurred lines between commercial and defense activities—in academic collaboration, joint-ventures, capital market fundraising, and foreign mergers and acquisitions—PRC entities are able to access foreign technology and knowledge, raise capital, and expand their commercial market share while ultimately advancing military modernization efforts.”

**Technology for “World-Class” Armed Forces**

According to no less an authority than Xi Jinping, “technology is the core combat capability.” It is therefore China’s objective to

“adapt to the trend of a new global military revolution and to national security needs; we will upgrade our military capabilities, and see that … by the mid-21st century our people’s armed forces have been fully transformed into world-class forces.”

The CCP’s goal, Xi has declared, is to build China’s armed forces “into world-class forces that obey the Party’s command, can fight and win.” And there should be little doubt about against whom it is envisioned that this objective is directed.

“In terms of force development, the 19th Party Congress report [by Xi Jinping] stated that by midcentury, China intends to build a ‘world class military.’ Given that the PLA is already one of the world’s most powerful militaries, this wording may be interpreted to mean that China intends to build a military equal or perhaps superior to that of the United States in some ways. … Given Xi’s ambition about China becoming a global technology leader, as well as the PLA’s clear interest in becoming a more technologically advanced force, a posited goal that China aims to have the most technologically advanced military in the world by midcentury seems reasonable.”

Nor is this envisioned as a steady process of advancement, for Chinese officials believe military technology and military capabilities to develop stepwise, through successive “Revolutions in Military Affairs” (RMAs) through which the state in possession of the most advanced new technology acquires dramatic military advantages over all others and can leverage this superiority for broad geopolitical gains. As we saw earlier, an article in the CCP theoretical journal *Study Times* in 2018 outlined the Party’s heavily technology-driven view of history. In this conception, earlier technological revolutions—both in the civilian and military spheres—had enabled Britain to replace the hegemony of the Spanish Empire and thereby “establish an empire on which the sun never set,” after which the United States leveraged its own Industrial-Age and then Information-Age technological prowess in order to seize “the dominant power” role in turn.

Going forward, China intends to gain such advantages for itself through means such as the CCP’s MCF strategy. Through MCF, Beijing aims to be the first country to transition to what it calls “intelligent warfare” rooted in cutting-edge technologies such as artificial intelligence, quantum computing, and data analytics, and operating across novel battlespace domains such as cyberspace and outer space as well as in more traditional ones.
“Driving this enormous [MCF] effort is an acute Chinese perception that their country’s 19th Century downfall resulted from falling behind along the technology and doctrinal curves that defined the ‘revolutions in military affairs’ (RMA[s]) that dominated and shaped warfare across the 20th century. These past RMAs included the mechanization of warfare which integrated aviation, armor, and mobile communication capabilities in World War II, as well as what Chinese writings would eventually call the ‘informationization’ of warfare following from the wars of the 1990s—characterized by the total integration of the battle space through modern communications and computing capabilities, and even an ability to win wars without putting any ‘boots on the ground’ at all, as was demonstrated by NATO in the Kosovo campaign. …

“Simply put, China aims to lead the next RMA, and to reap the geopolitical benefits accordingly, by exploiting cutting-edge civilian technology—much as industrial production and steam power allowed for Europe when the Qing met its match in the 19th Century, as mechanization did for the great powers of the mid-20th Century, and as communications technology facilitated the net-centric warfighting exhibited by the United States after the end of the Cold War. This is the CCP’s blueprint for China’s global ‘return’ to military preeminence.”

When China accomplishes this military-technological preeminence, moreover, CCP leaders expect that dramatic geopolitical benefits will flow therefrom. As Timothy Heath and his coauthors at the RAND Corporation have noted, in keeping with China’s “ambition to become a regional and international leader,” it is expected that the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) will play “a role in shaping a favorable international security environment.”

This became increasingly apparent in December 2004, when Hu Jintao first articulated the idea of the PLA’s “new historic missions” as his distinctive contribution—as CCP leader—to China’s military strategy. Hu included “help maintain world peace” as one of these missions, and indeed the PLA has been building a steadily more effective global power projection capability ever since.

What this means, however, may be notably idiosyncratic, tied to Chinese conceptions of a dominant power’s right to set the basic norms of the international system and China’s destiny of “returning” to its ancient position as such a dominant power. Through this lens, “maintaining peace” seems more likely to mean cowing others into accepting Beijing’s primacy within a Sinocentric system—which is to say, challenging and replacing the current international system—than it does standing firm against those who would disrupt the free and open world order that has prevailed in the Indo-Pacific, and more broadly, for generations.

As Heath and his coauthors observe, Xi Jinping has “urged the United States to adopt a ‘new type of major power relationship’ premised largely on U.S. strategic concessions as a way to reduce the risk of conflict.”

“Chinese leaders seem intent on using the PLA as an instrument of military diplomacy to reshape the security architecture in Asia and, to a lesser extent, globally to expand Chinese leadership and influence, weaken those of the United States, and build a supportive network of client states.”

Military power is essential to this vision, in part precisely because the United States and its own alliance relationships stand in the way of the Sinocentric end state the CCP envisions. With enough military capability in China’s hands, however, Chinese strategic writers seem to imply not only that the PLA will “feel[] it can coerce and, if necessary, fight regional powers with little fear of a U.S. military response,” but also that “if push comes to shove, the United States will choose to peacefully accept
its supersession by China rather than risk great-power war.”85 Thus, it would appear, is the PLA expected to achieve what CCP officials describe as levels of power “commensurate with China’s international status,” and with this power to help Beijing build “a global community of shared future.”86

Discourse Control

In the CCP’s vision, China’s tools for strategic competition also go far beyond mere “material” aspects of power such as economic weight, technological sophistication, and military prowess. In addition, to use the fashionable Western vernacular, there are pronounced “soft power” aspects to modern China’s pursuit of “comprehensive” national power.

One major part of this effort simply involves propaganda and overt messaging. CCP Propaganda Department87 officials, for instance, openly talk of their country’s struggle for global “discourse power” against Western “discourse hegemony.”88

“Chinese theorists consider influence over the language, vocabulary, ideas, and concepts used to discuss international issues—known as discourse power [huayu quan]—to be an important attribute of global power. ‘Only when Chinese diplomatic discourse is generally prevalent internationally,’ noted Yang Jieman, a prominent scholar at the Shanghai Institute of International Studies, ‘will China exert the influence and play the role of a great power.”89

Discourse control, and what CCP propaganda organs describe as “grabbing the microphone,” are felt essential to creating a new global order centered around China.

The push for discourse control draws upon both Marxist and ancient Chinese antecedents, grounded in “assumptions about the power of ideas and of the constructed narratives of propaganda discourse to reshape not just the mental world of citizens at home but in fact the international environment as well.”90 Chinese thinking has also been reinforced by CCP interest in Western thinkers such as Norman Fairclough and Noam Chomsky, who themselves emphasize the role of language and discourse in shaping and controlling behavior.91 (As Fairclough once put it, for instance, “a language has its own army and navy.”92)

In keeping with CNP theory, reinforced by quasi-Confucian “rectification of names” thinking, it is assumed discourse control can help both create and perpetuate geopolitical dominance, “alter[ing] the international political structure and cultural landscape” to China’s benefit.93

For a while, this messaging effort was primarily defensive and prophylactic. The CCP dramatically stepped up its emphasis upon controlling global discourse about China in the wake of the country’s international isolation following the Tiananmen Square Massacre of June 1989, hoping thereby “to make Western media coverage more ‘helpful’ and ‘more selective in favor of the constructive factor’” in its descriptions of China and CCP rule.94 To this end, the Party accentuated its propaganda in what the reader should by now find unsurprising ways, emphasizing both “narratives of Western threats of political subversion” and the supposedly non-threatening nature of China’s rise.

“China’s narratives of America’s ideational threat to CCP rule and its hegemonic threat to China’s global rise, in fact, became powerfully intertwined with virtuocratic instincts toward politico-moral posturing in the international arena, producing a veritable fixation on China’s image and status in foreign eyes. … Both from a defensive perspective and, increasingly, from an offensive one, Chinese scholars and officials fixated on issues of discourse control and politico-moral agenda setting in China’s
relationship with the West – and, in particular, with the United States. … Chinese scholars seem to have ranked reputational attack as being nearly as worrisome as any other kind of aggression, commonly listing China’s anti-American grievances as including not just Washington’s purported role in fomenting near-revolution at Tiananmen and trying to impede the development of the Chinese economy but also its ‘attacking China’s reputation both in the United States and on the international stage.’”

From at least 1994—even as Jiang Zemin’s “patriotic education” campaign attempted to whip up domestic narratives of nationalistic grievance against sinister outside threats—the CCP’s outward-focused messaging attempted to persuade the rest of the world that China “would behave only in cooperate ways as it became stronger.” The Party aimed “to bring about a world supportive of its leadership’s agenda for engineering orderly modernization at home and a steady great-power rise abroad”—which is to say, it wanted to convince others “in effect, to smile and relax while China quietly and steadily moves to restore itself to the global centrality and status that it feels has always been its birthright.”

But China’s success in building itself into a vastly stronger and more influential global power than it was in the wake of the Tiananmen Square Massacre in no way lessened the CCP’s fixation upon discourse control. Its messaging campaign, however, has evolved, and it is today taking on an increasingly offensive nature—aimed no longer simply at protecting China’s rise but at reshaping the international environment into the form that Beijing desires it to take. Such narrative warfare is felt to be essential to China’s “national rejuvenation.” As Neil Renwick and Cao Qing have noted, Chinese political discourse can be seen as consisting of three elements: building a consensus (gongshi), a drive for unity (tuanjie), and the need to propagate this “consensus” through education (jiaoyu). CCP officials carefully track the cases in which they see Chinese narratives being accepted elsewhere in the world, treating them as indicia of geopolitical progress toward national rejuvenation. The Party feels itself to have won a victory, for instance, whenever China’s rise is depicted as “an opportunity for the world,” when they can say that “China’s international image is improving,” or when “we have seen a further rise in China’s international influence, ability to inspire, and power to shape” global affairs.

The Party’s efforts to shape global discourse include not just explicit Chinese government propaganda, but also secretive influence operations carried out through foreign “media, academia, businesses, and political elites,” including efforts to suborn foreign politicians and the use of a variety of pressures to punish those elsewhere in the world who express sentiments that the CCP dislikes. These efforts also include what Xi Jinping has bragged are “extensive contacts with overseas Chinese nationals, returned Chinese and their relatives[,] … [to] unite them so that they can join our endeavors to revitalize the Chinese nation … [and] strengthen the great unity of the Chinese people of all ethnic groups and the great unity of all the sons and daughters of the Chinese nation at home and abroad.”

This emphasis on using ethnic Chinese overseas to strengthen the CCP’s propaganda narratives is not new. In the Maoist era, for instance, Chinese officials established organizations dedicated not just to the “integration and control” of diaspora Chinese who had returned to China but also to that of those overseas. The co-optation of overseas Chinese to the CCP’s agenda was deemed essential to counteracting Taiwan’s influence in the international arena, but the Party has also sought to turn to them in a variety of additional ways since then. In
the years following its Tiananmen Square Massacre of June 1989, the CCP stepped up its campaign of overseas Chinese propaganda work (Huaqiao shiwu gongzuo, or qiaowu for short), using a combination of “references to Confucianism, Chineseness and ethnicity” to gain “a significant influence in determining the future direction of the [overseas Chinese] diaspora.” Today, the CCP regards influence over overseas Chinese as what Xi Jinping has termed “an important magic weapon for strengthening the Party’s ruling position . . . [and] for realizing the China Dream of the Great Rejuvenation of the Chinese Nation.”

Yet deep “discourse control” is not simply about propaganda messaging, for CNP theory also believes socio-cultural factors contribute to a country’s “soft power.” The expansiveness of this view has been powerfully enhanced by ancient Chinese conceptions about the role of China’s supposedly superlatively attractive and virtuous civilization in drawing foreign barbarians toward it in awestruck devotion. Such an ancient framing, and its importance to the CCP’s view of the future world order, will be discussed further in Part III of this paper series. For present purposes, it is necessary to stress merely that the CCP places considerable emphasis upon promoting traditional culture as an element of what will make China great again.

This is quite explicit in major planning documents, where the CCP emphasizes promoting appropriate deference to and respect for Chinese culture as a key element in both domestic and foreign policy, in both cases as a central element of China’s “national rejuvenation.” According to the 14th Five-Year Plan, for instance,

“We will … have firm cultural self-confidence, adhere to cultural construction led by socialist core values, and focus on the mission of raising our banner, rallying public support, fostering the new generation, revitalizing our culture, and presenting a positive image. We must also promote the meeting of people’s cultural needs in unison with increasing the people’s spiritual strength (精神力量) and promote the building of China into a socialist cultural powerhouse (社会主义文化强国) . . .

“We will strengthen the holistic and systematic research on, publication and dissemination of, and propaganda on and interpretation of Xi Jinping Thought on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era and promote the Sinicization, modernization, and popularization of Marxism. We will implement Marxist theoretical research and construction projects in an in-depth manner, promote the construction of the Research Center (Institute) for Xi Jinping Thought on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era and the Research Center for the theory system of socialism with Chinese characteristics, and build and make good use of learning platforms such as ‘Xuexi Qiangguo.’ We will construct curricula systems, academic systems, and discourse systems for philosophy and social sciences with Chinese characteristics, implement philosophy and social science innovation projects in an in-depth manner, and strengthen the construction of new think tanks with Chinese characteristics.”

Cultural promotion thus overlaps with outright propaganda, as was made clear, for instance, by Meng Jian of Fudan University in explaining the CCP’s approach to developing entertainment programming directed at foreign audiences:

“The Chinese dream will be more easily accepted by foreign audiences when it is manifested in small and touching stories.” Indeed, the two fields support each other, and both are deemed essential to China’s success in winning for itself the norm-setting central role in the international system that it needs in order to feel that it has achieved “national rejuvenation.”

The MITRE Corporation
Conclusion

Chinese strategic planning documents thus demonstrate a full-spectrum, “whole of nation” approach to augmenting the various elements of “comprehensive national power” that CNP theorists in Beijing feel are necessary to bringing about China’s “national rejuvenation.” This approach, therefore, represents the concretization of a strategic agenda grounded in the CNP thinking described in Part I of this series, for these are the CCP’s envisioned axes of competition with other powers—and particularly with the United States—and they are the facets of power whose growth will help China achieve the victory it desires.

In the final paper of this series, I will turn to the sweeping question of what China seeks to do with the norm-setting dominance that it hopes its growing CNP will soon give it. Part III will thus spell out the CCP’s vision for a future Sinocentric world, how such a system might be expected to work, and certain notable characteristics of the system of international order “with Chinese characteristics” that Chinese strategists seem to be trying to build.
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